Former hostage to speak at ND
By SEAN S. HICKEY
Staff Reporter
A former Beirut hostage will be speaking tonight at Galvin Life Science at 8 in room 293. A Beirut bureau chief for the Cable News Network and presently a Woodrow Wilson Fellow at Princeton University, Jerry Levin was abducted by the Islamic Jihad on March 7, 1984 while walking to work in Beirut. The militant Shii’s group held him prisoner for 343 days until February 1985.

“Notre Dame had a secret connection in Levin’s escape,” said Father Patrick Gaffney, an assistant professor and a Middle East specialist.

That connection was Landrum Bolling, director of the Notre Dame Institute of European Studies, who was contacted by Levin’s wife and aided in Levin’s release.

Frustrated with the State Department efforts, Mrs. Levin became the first relative of a hostage to speak out publicly in the news media, according to Gaffney. Through her church, she contacted Bolling and flew with Bolling to Damascus, Syria, in Nov. 1984. “They met with Syrian officials, Palestinian groups and almost anyone they could find, including representatives of Syrian prime minister Assad,” said Gaffney. He added it is unclear whether Levin escaped because of his own ingenuity or his wife’s efforts.

“The mystery is whether he escaped or was released indirectly,” said Gaffney. “Most observers feel that it was special that he got away as opposed to a disguised release. Anyway it is clear that Lucille Levin met her husband’s captors.”

Islamic Jihad, a radical Shii’ite Muslim group issued a statement the week after they released Levin saying they attributed the success of the fund-raising to new development programs, “In the last four years since Dr. Sexton, the Vice President of University Relations, has taken over, we have implemented a number of new development programs which for the first time have given Notre Dame a comprehensive development program,” said Sandman. “Some of the programs used for development are a strong annual fund program, a campaign once a decade and strong planned giving,” added Sandman

Notre Dame is currently raising money for its $300 million campaign, “Notre Dame: A Strategic Moment,” which was announced in May. It is the largest fund-raising effort ever undertaken by a Catholic university. At the end of fiscal 1987, a total of $216 million, or 72 percent, had been given or committed to the five year campaign. The money raised in this campaign will go towards buildings, fellowships, scholarlyships and libraries.

Regarding this year’s fundraising, Sandman said, “We expect to increase the amount of cash we are going to secure... We are shooting for a goal of $46 million.”

“We are definitely ahead of last year’s rate,” he added.

Sandman cited several reasons for Notre Dame’s tradition of generous support from alumnae, parents, corporations and friends. “Our constituency endorses the mission of the university,” he said. “What we do is not being pursued by other universities. We have a very strong undergraduate program which we will not let suffer, unlike Harvard, Yale and other great research universities.”

Sandman said that people also give to Notre Dame in order to help the University achieve its aim of being able to compete with other great universities in the area of research. “We are striving towards excellence in graduate education and research,” he said. “We know we have got to improve.”

“The university is committed to the preservation of its strong Catholic character,” Sandman said.

see LEVIN, page 4

ND raises 2nd highest development amount ever
By KIMBERLY TRENNER
Senior Staff Reporter
Notre Dame’s Department of Development raised $45.8 million dollars in fiscal 1987, the second highest amount of money in the institution’s history.

The figure is only topped by the $48.3 million raised in fiscal 1986 and is almost double the $24.2 million received in fiscal 1984. All of the money included in these figures are cash contributions, not pledges.

“Notre Dame continues to rank high on the list of private universities in most fundraising categories,” Joseph Sandman, Director of Development for Notre Dame. Recent rankings place us first in support from parents, tenth in corporate matching gifts and seventeenth in total dollars raised, said Puzzello. “Our goal is now to achieve its aim of being able to compete with other great universities.”

see FUNDS, page 5

4th district council race to revive old rivalry
By ERIC M. BERGAMO
Senior Staff Reporter
The upcoming election for South Bend’s 4th District city council seat will be round 2 in a political rivalry that began in 1983.

Democratic incumbent Ann Puzzello seeks to return to the council for a second term, running in opposition to Republican nominee Richard Heyde, whom she defeated in the last race four years ago. Puzzello won 62 percent of the vote in the 1983 election, surpassing Heyde by 1,400 votes.

This year in the Democratic primary, Puzzello won a close race against challenger Alfred Kirbitts by 86 votes.

The 4th District comprises most of the Northeast Neighborhood. The district is also home to Democratic mayoral nominee Joe Kernan.

Puzzello, 46, is an elementary school teacher and a graduate of Illinois College. She obtained a master’s degree from Indiana University on the South Bend and also has experience in managing a small business.

Puzzello serves as chairman of the Public Safety Committee 1987 Vote

Heyde is running on opposition to the Community Oriented Police (COP) Program and is seeking to abolish the program. The COP program has established neighborhood police sectors. Heyde says the program has been a failure in preventing an increase in criminal and drug activity and a waste of money.

Puzzello has warned that the program would be costly to disband.

see RACE, page 5
In Brief

Air Force Academy student leaders and an Academy administrator apologized to Leprechaun Brian Stark last week for incidents that occurred during the Oct. 17 game in Colorado Springs. Academy cadets gave Stark a bloody nose and later blinding-eyed Stark, sending him into an aluminum water fountain. However, he has no hard feelings towards the cadets. "It was all in fun," he said, "I don't resent that." - The Observer

Of Interest

The Grace Hall Debate topic for tonight is "Big-time school athletes do not contribute significantly to the overall education mission of American colleges." The debate is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the Center for Student Activities. The primary focus will be Amnesty's amnesty write-a-thon. Anyone interested is welcome to attend. Please note the time change. - The Observer

Junior Dogbook makeup pictures will be taken tonight only from 9 to 10 in 307 LaFortune Student Center. This will be the last chance for juniors to get their picture taken for the book. - The Observer

Amnesty International will be meeting at 6 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns. The primary focus will be Amnesty's annual write-a-thon. Anyone interested is welcome to attend. Please note the time change. - The Observer

Rock Over London tonight features Sting's new version of the Jimi Hendrix song "Little Wing" as well as an interview and two new songs from The Alarm. This, along with other music from Supertramp, John Martyn, and the Style Council will be heard at midnight on 89.5 WSNF-FM. - The Observer

The Finance Club will have a presentation on the chartering financial analysis program at 7 p.m. in 120 Hayes-Healy. Professor Frank Reilly will lead the presentation. - The Observer

Two thousand students will be receiving the first annual survey of the student body this week. All students who receive a survey are urged to complete it and return it to Campus mail before Friday, Nov. 13. The results will be released after Thanksgiving. - The Observer

Notre Dame chess club will meet tonight from 8 to 10 in the Annapolis Room of the LaFortune Student Center. New members are welcome. - The Observer

"How to Conduct an Effective Mail Campaign" is the title of a presentation to be given by Paul Reynolds of the Career and Placement Services office tonight at 6:30 in 122 Nieuwland. Students of all majors and classes are invited to attend. This presentation will be repeated tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in 122 Hayes-Healy. - The Observer

Eating Awareness Training Session I, entitled "What is problematic eating?" will be held tomorrow night from 6:30 to 7:30 in the Habig Lounge, 222 Moreau Hall at Saint Mary's. The speaker will be Nancy Schoeneman, M.A. - The Observer

CAPP/DPMA Club presents Katherine Harbke from Electronic Data Services. Harbke will discuss what EPS can offer you in a career. The presentation will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in 210 O'Shaughnessy. - The Observer

The Baptist Student Union will sponsor a prayer group tonight at 7 in the Bulla House. For further information call Carla at 283-480 or Nancy at 283-2841. - The Observer

A Cable News Network Internship in Washington D.C. will be discussed by Nazih Daher at the end of the Arabian History and Civilization class today in room 217 O'Shaughnessy. - The Observer

Many tourists seem to be blinded by camera flashes

A friend of mine loves taking snapshots. But she gives her camera a look at the most awkward times. Restaurant employees in at least three states fear our approach because she always hands her camera to a waitress and insists she take a picture of the five or six of us gathered around one side of our dinner table. And the flash and commotion bring staring from all over the room. Though the whole process annoys everyone involved at least a little, she does accomplish something important. She captures a memory, and that's the whole point of snapshot photography. But some people let flash photography blind them to the thousands of names that were on the wall. No veterans wept at the wall that day. A family from the tour bus scrambled around with a list of names they had given them. They didn't know anything about the people on the list. Their goal was to find the six among the columns etched into the wall, make pencil and paper rubbings of them. They worked as fast as they could. No one in the family paused to think about why the names were on the wall. No veteran bothered to explain that thousands of names were the names of dead people. The family members did try to take closeup photographs of the six names, sometimes they might look at later when they had time. But no one took a picture of the whole memorial. In fact, the beauty of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial is that it defies people who try to take its picture.

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising. Call 239-5303 for details.

What happens when the world of high finance

A world of high success develops. Merrill Lynch is looking for candidates with majors in Business, Liberal Arts and Technical Subjects to join our Corporate Systems Program. We Will Be On Campus To Hold Information Sessions November 3, 1987, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. Morris Inn Alumni Room

meets the world of high technology?

Merrill Lynch
Your world should know no boundaries.
Radiation poisoning raises questions

Associated Press

ANGRA DOS REIS, Brazil — The radiation poisoning of more than 200 people has raised serious questions about the government's ability to control its ambitious nuclear program, which includes the technology for atomic weapons.

This vast nation of 138 million people has one atomic power plant on line — in the quiet fishing community of Angra dos Reis — and two more planned. But it has no site for safely disposing of nuclear waste.

The navy minister has announced plans to make fuel for nuclear-powered subs. Though Brazil doesn't have any technique of enriching uranium, a necessary step in building an atomic bomb. A scavenger took a capsule of the isotope cesium-137 from a partly demolished cancer treatment clinic. A junk dealer broke open the 500-pound lead casing and found about 3 ounces of a phosphorescent powder which he and others confused with carnival glitter.

By late October, four people who had rubbed the cesium on their bodies, including a 6-year-old girl, were dead. Seven others remain hospitalized with little chance of survival. It was considered the world's most serious nuclear radiation incident since the 1986 disaster at the Chernobyl reactor in the Soviet Union that took more than 30 lives.

Rex Nazare, the president of the national Nuclear Energy Commission, said on nationwide television the Goiania incident would not affect Brazil's nuclear program, which he declared safe.

"Our conscience is clear," he said.

But many people say Brazil's thrust into the atomic age is downright dangerous.

---

CompuServe

is Opening Doors at Notre Dame

Open House: Thursday, November 5, 1987
Senior Alumni Club
600 p.m. - 800 p.m.

Come on in...take a look at (your) Future.
As the percentage of personal computers on desktops in businesses and homes escalates, more doors open for you at CompuServe. FORTUNE 500 companies, government agencies, leading investment banking firms and forward-thinking individuals depend on us for computer-to-computer communications and information delivery. CompuServe is leading the information age, pioneering technology and its application in business and home environments.

Marketing Trainee Program.
Marketing Trainees attend a summer program at CompuServe's corporate headquarters before joining one of 30 branch offices in major cities across the country. CompuServe's Marketing Trainee Program provides extensive instruction in the information industry, product applications, sales and marketing strategy. If you miss us on campus, inquire about CompuServe careers in marketing at your college placement office, or send a Resume to:

CompuServe
Employee Manager
P.O. Box 20227
5000 Kittridge Center Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43220

There's no time like the present
in the fast-growing computing industry.

JUNIORS
Photographers needed for JPW
Call Colleen X2491

Maryknoll
People working around the world with people.

Brothers, Sisters, Priests, serve in 27 countries around the world.

J U N I O R S
KAPLAN
Call Colleen X2491

Maryknoll, NEW YORK 10045

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other schools. But really? Kaplan-prep-coursetrained helps students raise their scores and their chances of being admitted to their first choice school. It's no one has helped students score higher!

KAPLAN
600 S. FLYNN ROAD, SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80237

1717 E. South Bend Ave.
South Bend, IN 46637
Phone 219/272-4135

12/12/87 LSAT CLASS STARTS NOW!
NSC advisor expects treaty to be passed

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - National security adviser Frank Carlucci said Sunday that a U.S.-Soviet accord on intermediate-range nuclear missiles is "98 percent of the way there" and predicted Senate ratification.

However, a leading Senate Democrat warned that the superpower pact could be doomed if conservative Republicans tamper with it by attaching amendments on issues like the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.

"I do think that there could be problems," said Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., the Senate Democratic whip who is also a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the Select Committee on Intelligence.

"There are 15-20 very conservative Republican senators who I think are very likely to take on the treaty directly, and I think there are others who might take it on by indirection. . . . They might well suggest various reservations or amendments that would, in effect, kill it," Cranston said on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press."

Sen. Richard Lugar, a leading Republican and a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, also predicted some tough sailing in the Senate for an INF treaty.

"I think there are a number of Republican senators and they'll be a few Democrats who are not in favor of any treaty with the Soviet Union, feel it's unverifiable, unenforceable," the Indiana Republican said on ABC-TV's "This Week with David Brinkley."

Lugar said he is "inclined to favor the treaty," but is holding off a final decision until he sees the finished version.

Ginsburg may have had conflict of interest in case

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Supreme Court nominee Douglas Ginsburg may have had conflict of interest in a case with Justice Department lawyers who I think are very likely to reduce government regulation of cable operators.

An administration source close to Ginsburg said Sunday that Ginsburg did not raise the possibility of staying out of the case with Justice Department superiors or with agency ethics officers. He said Ginsburg discussed the situation with subordinates.

The Supreme Court, on June 2, 1986, adopted Ginsburg's decision that will reduce government regulation of cable operators.

"It is a First Amendment rights case that had economic consequences to it . . . ," said a former federal ethics official familiar with the cable case but not with Ginsburg's role in it. "If I'm holding cable stock, that is a good thing for me."

Ginsburg, nominated by President Reagan to succeed retired Justice Lewis Powell on the court, apparently did not violate criminal conflict of interest laws because the company in which he invested was not a direct party to the case even though it could benefit from the ruling.

But ethics experts said Ginsburg's actions could be viewed as skirting a presidential executive order forbidding actions that create an appearance of a conflict or of favoritism. Violation of that order carries administrative penalties, such as a letter of reprimand or suspension.

Ginsburg himself declined comment. But speaking on his behalf Sunday night, Justice Department spokesman Terry Eastland said Ginsburg "considered at the time the possibility of staying out of the case."

"Mr. Ginsburg decided that he could properly participate because the case before the court did not involve the company in which he had a financial interest," Eastland said.

"WHY A CAREER IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTING?"

Speaker: Peter R. Scanlon, Chairman of Coopers & Lybrand an international Big Eight public accounting firm

Date: November 2, 1987
Time: 4:15 p.m.
Place: Hayes-Healy Auditorium
Room 122

Everyone is welcome and encouraged TO ATTEND!!!
Studies which is run by Notre Dame in a suburb of Jerusalem called Tantur. Said Gaffney, "His expertise is the Middle East so he's active in peace work and similar reconciliatory efforts. He is a well known figure with lots of contacts in that complex world." Levin will also discuss the CNN (Cable News Network) internship. "It's a hands-on fellowship with the opportunity to work at CNN headquarters in Washington D.C," said Father Gaffney.

---

Race

continued from page 1

Puzzello also supports councilman redistricting after the 1990 census that preserves neighborhood boundaries. In the race for at-large city councilman is Democratic nominee Sean Coleman, who has proposed an eight-point plan for better relations between off-campus students and South Bend residents.

The Observer

Irish Gardens
ORDER EARLY FOR FORMAL DANCES COMING UP!

Corsages and Boutonnières have to be ordered two days in advance

---

Report

For more information please see page 4.

Meet The People Who Are Meeting Today's Banking Challenges.

Here at Irving Trust, individual ideas become reality through teamwork. Our approach is to utilize everyone's special strengths to meet the diverse financial needs of our customers worldwide. We offer a challenging working environment where teamwork is the cornerstone of our business philosophy.

Irving Trust is headquartered at One Wall Street in the heart of New York City's financial district. Think about beginning your career in the world's most exciting city! An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

Meet with us. We'll be on campus.

Date: Wednesday, November 4, 1987
Time: 8:00-10:00 pm
Place: University Club
Upper Lounge

Irving Trust
Campaign launched against pornography

Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The opening shots in a war against hard-core pornography - a $300,000 campaign including billboards, a newspaper insert and a TV program - have been fired in Kansas City by activists who say their target is dehumanizing and dangerous.

Their critics, however, say the group is using scare tactics and exaggerating the problem to arouse the public, and they raise the specter of censorship down the road.

The anti-porn drive was a test, organizers said. A national group may take the campaign throughout the country, depending on its evaluation of the Kansas City effort.

The campaign launched over the past month by the National Coalition Against Pornography and its local affiliate urged people to stand together Opposing Pornography, or STOP. It featured 80 billboards, a two-hour television program, direct mail pleas, a doorknob hang tag, and a petition drive to take calls from financial contributors.

"If enough of us stand together, we can provide the support necessary to take on the pornographers and prosecute them for selling illegal materials," said one advertisement.

The last Sunday in September, thousands of petitions were circulated at churches as

Security Beat

Thursday, October 29
2:30 p.m. An off-campus student reported the theft of her purse and its contents from her room between 2:30 and 4:30 p.m. Her loss is estimated at $50.

Friday, October 30
1:04 a.m. Security assisted the Notre Dame Fire Dept. in investigating a false alarm at the South Dining Hall.
9:13 a.m. A Bookstore employee's wallet was stolen in another car that rolled into it while it was parked in the Bookstore lot.
10:24 a.m. An O'Leary student reported the theft of his Baskett Chevrolet from the base of his car during the UNC game on Oct 26. His loss is estimated at $100.
10:23 a.m. Two girls bikes were removed from the Notre Dame Credit Union bike rack at the time.
4:57 p.m. A Cincinnati resident reported the theft of her bike from the rack between the Library and Mendoza.
5:29 a.m. A University student reported the theft of her red Panasonic Panasonic camcorder from the rack between Lyons and Martinique.

Saturday, October 31
12:45 a.m. A University employee reported the theft of several items from her locker. Her loss is estimated at $125.
1:16 a.m. A Notre Dame student reported that a gang of students were ejected from the football game for disorderly conduct. The incident is being referred to the Office of Student Affairs.
1:58 p.m. A Kalamazoo resident was found in violation of the University Alcohol Policy in Red Field.
2:32 p.m. Several people were cited for illegally selling on campus.
4:10 p.m. An off-campus student reported the theft of her gold watch in the student center.
4:31 p.m. Two Notre Dame students were ejected from the football game for disorderly conduct. The incident is being referred to the Office of Student Affairs.
5:57 p.m. A Chicago resident reported that her car was broken into between 2:15 and 3:15 a.m.

Sunday, November 1
11:45 a.m. A Flanner Hall resident reported that his car was broken into between Midnight Saturday and 6 a.m. Sunday. His loss is estimated at $125.
2:23 a.m. A FW student reported a hit and run accident in her car while it was parked in the O'Leary lot between 8:00 p.m. Saturday and Noon on Sunday. Damage is estimated at $200.
4:30 a.m. A Notre Dame employee reported the loss of her car keys in the student center.
5:49 a.m. An off-campus student reported that her car was broken into overnight. Her loss is estimated at $125.

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising. Call 239-5303 for details.

NOTRE DAME WELCOMES

Michael P. Esposito, Jr.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OF THE Chase Manhattan Bank

hosting a reception on November 4 at the Center for Continuing Education (CCF-lower level) from 7 to 9 p.m.

Mike warmly extends an invitation to all students and faculty members who are interested in a discussion about career opportunities in Corporate Controllers at Chase.
Open your eyes to the problem of poverty

As the cold winter months near, students at Notre Dame can rest assured they will receive proper clothing, shelter and food. Yet, many of us fail to realize that numerous people are not as fortunate and lack the basic necessities to live a decent life. The time has come to open our eyes.

Rob Hahn

guest column

It has been over twenty years since President Lyndon B. Johnson declared the War on Poverty. Unfortunately, evidence shows that poverty has been victorious. And, on the whole, it appears to be concerned. But let's face it. It's much easier to turn away from the problem, and that's what most Americans do. According to Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D.N.Y., "The components of this economic revolution have been so complex, and the results so persuasive, that it is easy to overlook it." (Welfare and poverty.)

The problems surrounding the poor and welfare recipients exist. For example, speaking at Notre Dame a few weeks ago, economist John Kenneth Galbraith shed light on one of these main problems. Americans, according to Galbraith, go through a process of psychological denial, whereby convincing themselves problems regarding the poor do not exist. In many instances, people's acknowledgement of poverty and welfare programs stops here at this psychological barrier. But for some, recognition of the problem goes a bit further. In certain myths are encountered.

Welfare has had trouble succeeding because so many Americans are under the assumption that welfare recipients are too lazy to work or actually enjoy being on welfare. In reality, though, many of the recipients are unable to work for various reasons and do not like being on welfare. There is a definite need to educate these people as to how to become self-sufficient. The welfare program has encountered more difficulties over the past twenty-two years.

Within our government, where social programs are supposed to originate, there is an ideological conflict between Democrats and Republicans. Both the liberals and conservatives appear to show interest in social welfare, but when the Democrats, long known for their social programs, look to redistribute our nation's income in an attempt to alleviate some of the problems faced by poverty-stricken individuals and families, they are faced with a Reagan Administration full of nice sounding welfare-related rhetoric, but also unwilling to cut military spending and raise taxes. A possible answer to how to solve the poverty and welfare problems may be an outgrowth of this conflict.

Let's open our eyes and see how this conflict can be resolved. A redistribution of governmental funds poses as a plausible start to a solution. More money needs to be spent on social programs, namely programs of welfare reform; less money need be appropriated to our military budget, specifically the nuclear war and Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) research. The focal point of Congressional and the Administration's concentration should not be on a military buildup, one that by itself will not big. Already, we have learned that estimates of the number of street criminals - muggers, pickpockets, rapists, etc. - currently providing America's streets never face the gulag. (Strangely, the far greater number of street criminals - muggers, pickpockets, rapists, etc. - currently providing America's streets never face the gulag. Upon becoming President, Trudeau's moral wrath.)

Kevin Smant

guest column

Think back a moment. Who was it that had a newspaper correspondent make a fictitious trip into Ronald Reagan's brain during the 1980 presidential campaign? Who in 1984 ridiculed George Bush as having put his manhood in a blind trust? Who recently had one of his characters ridicule the very idea of Jack Kemp running for president? Mr. Trudeau's position, of course, is to use satire as a vehicle, a tool. And a pattern clearly emerges. Trudeau regularly bashes the people he disagrees with, whether they are politicians, scientists, poets, environmentalists, or comedians - yet conspicuously absent from his drawings are satirists of Democrats. Don't Jimmy Carter, Walter Mondale, Gary Hart, Joe Biden (especially him!) et.al. provide some satirical fodder?

Trudeau, of course, was the culprit behind two of the more recent satires of the presidential candidates. Trudeau has been at the forefront of the war on poverty. Unfortunately, it's much easier to turn away from that war than to face it. "Well, Garry Trudeau's comic strip "Doonesbury" can be tough, even vicious. But, should he satirize people and ideas that would fall on the whole political spectrum. He plays no favorites." But in fact, although this would be convenient for those on the liberal side of the political fence, it just ain't so.

Kevin Smant

Reality absent from Doonesbury comics

A general assumption, held in both intellectual and non-intellectual circles, has gone something like this: "Well, Garry Trudeau's comic strip "Doonesbury" can be tough, even vicious. But, should he satirize people and ideas that would fall completely off the political spectrum. He plays no favorites." But in fact, although this would be convenient for those on the liberal side of the political fence, it just ain't so.
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WANTER HERE'S AN example
errors. These are some errors you made.

Doonesbury

WARNING! HERE'S AN example of
errors. These are some errors you made.

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"For the heart that is free, life is a celebration of beauty, a festival of the Spirit."

Unknown
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specifically Chile, date back to my high school years. Due to my Christian upbringing and my family’s belief that faith and action are intrinsically linked, I was quite involved during high school in community service projects. As I entered Notre Dame, I became increasingly aware, on an international scale, of the disparity between the “haves” and the “have-nots.” After spending my sophomore year on the Mexico foreign study program, I returned to the states deeply shaken and moved by the knowledge that 80% of the population lives below the poverty level. Going to Chile was a natural step for me to learn first-hand the extent of the problems with which my country is grappling and foremost because of a desire for a more intimate look at the lives of others. I wanted to be more “God-centereded and other-centered” in my life, and I feared the “I-centeredness” that I saw so much of in the United States. I guess you could say that I went to Chile not for some lofty altruistic reason but with a primary concern for my formation as a Christian and for my development as a caring human being.

Brigitte: I went to Chile to simply learn: learn a new language, a new culture, a new way of being and a new way of looking at the world. I went to work and was actually served. I went looking for peace and encountered people living in turmoil. In poverty with no running water or electricity, sometimes with barely enough to survive. I found peace in nature, in the mountains, and in thecherche of God, that I was invited in to share the mountainousness of Chile. I saw so much of in the mountains. We lived in the middle of a dirt road, surrounded by hard and cold, playing in muddy streets: the tortured young women and men whom I saw almost daily and whom I journeled for by the drunken father, unemployed and unable to feed his large family. I worked with grade student with a ulcer caused by acute economic and political tensions. All these people touched me profoundly and I learned to be more grateful and, for that reason, more responsible. I shared my experience with others and learned to become more caring human beings.

Joan: I lived in a very small rural village of 400 people. To arrive at this town we took a very old red school bus over the hilly and dirt road, which wound through the mountains. I shared a house with other two lay associates. We had long full weeks. Tuesdays and Saturdays were dedicated to our ministry and to the mission of the lay associates. We had long full weeks. Tuesdays and Saturdays were dedicated to our ministry and to the mission of the lay associates. We then went over to our parish in a small city and were invited in to share the mountainousness of Chile. I saw so much of in the mountains. We lived in the middle of a dirt road, surrounded by hard and cold, playing in muddy streets: the tortured young women and men whom I saw almost daily and whom I journeled for by the drunken father, unemployed and unable to feed his large family. I worked with grade student with a ulcer caused by acute economic and political tensions. All these people touched me profoundly and I learned to be more grateful and, for that reason, more responsible. I shared my experience with others and learned to become more caring human beings.

Lou: I served two years in Santiago as a lay missioner. I worked as a teacher in schools educating children about other activities, visited women political prisoners on a weekly basis. It was far less than an eye-opening experience: the little children, hungry and cold, playing in mud streets: the tortured young women and men whom I saw almost daily and whom I journeled for by the drunken father, unemployed and unable to feed his large family. I worked with grade student with a ulcer caused by acute economic and political tensions. All these people touched me profoundly and I learned to be more grateful and, for that reason, more responsible. I shared my experience with others and learned to become more caring human beings.

Brigitte: I lived in a very small rural village of 400 people. To arrive at this town we took a very old red school bus over the hilly and dirt road, which wound through the mountains. I shared a house with two other lay associates. We had long full weeks. Tuesdays and Saturdays were dedicated to our ministry and to the mission of the lay associates. We had long full weeks. Tuesdays and Saturdays were dedicated to our ministry and to the mission of the lay associates. We then went over to our parish in a small city and were invited in to share the mountainousness of Chile. I saw so much of in the mountains. We lived in the middle of a dirt road, surrounded by hard and cold, playing in muddy streets: the tortured young women and men whom I saw almost daily and whom I journeled for by the drunken father, unemployed and unable to feed his large family. I worked with grade student with a ulcer caused by acute economic and political tensions. All these people touched me profoundly and I learned to be more grateful and, for that reason, more responsible. I shared my experience with others and learned to become more caring human beings.

Joan: I have always wanted to do this. While in Chile I learned the meaning of hospitality—people opened their doors to me and I in turn slowly learned to open my door, both literally and figuratively. This year’s application deadline is Nov. 6. For further information contact Jane Fitz (323-5552) or Mary Ann Roemer 239-7949.
The birth of a business: how Mateo’s got started

By SUSAN COENE
Business Writer

Does Hungarian Noodle Bake sound good for dinner tonight? If not, Mateo’s Sub Shop, the newest South Bend attraction might be a tastier alternative.

Founders Matt Sowash and Tony Furjanic saw a need in South Bend for a hard-core sub shop. How did it all get started?

Matt Sowash, a native of State College, Pennsylvania, was a high school buddy of former Notre Dame football captain Tim Scannel. Sowash, in his frequent visits to Notre Dame noticed the hours of a sub shop that delivered to the students.

After his graduation from Penn State, the sandwich lover from State College began thinking about midwest to plan a sub shop. So, he opened a sub shop.

Last January he began the necessary research. Sowash created a portfolio of population, traffic, retail in the city, the competition and the footprint of the business. Everything was ready. He needed money. That’s when Tony Furjanic comes in.

Sowash met Furjanic through Scannel. The two became friends.

Furjanic, at the time, was a middle line backer and later became defensive captain for the Irish. Furjanic signed with the Bufalo Bills as an 8th round draft pick.

Sowash realized Furjanic might have money available for investing. He presented his research findings and asked Furjanic to join the business venture.

Furjanic quickly agreed.

The establishment of Mateo’s (Italian for Matt) was underway.

The two then proceeded to the bank to get a loan-backed financially by Furjanic.

Sowash and Furjanic formed a corporation named SOJANIC.

Sowash claims the corporation was as opposed to a partnership will allow us the flexibility to expand into other businesses,” said Sowash.

One possibility under consideration is real estate.

They opened on July 16th in time for the Special Olympics.

Those who’ve tried Mateo’s can attest that they offer delicious food, healthy options and a variety of food items.

The sauces are packed with mingle with other sub shops who weigh their portions of meats and cheeses as opposed to a partnership will allow us the flexibility to expand into other businesses,” said Sowash.

Furjanic reminisces, “I went to Notre Dame, and I know what it’s like to go through the lines there. You want the best sandwich to get your ten bucks for a pizza that doesn’t fill you up. Our goal is to give the best sandwich for the best price.”

Mateos is a perfect example for a small business owner. The company starts with setting up the product.

Another influence to sales is Mateos’ performance on the football field.

“When Notre Dame Plays people think about Mateos’ name,” said Furjanic. He added, “The phones were really dead after Notre Dame’s loss.”

Furjanic observable, “When we win, people want to come in and support us. If we lose, they don’t want to come in.”

Mateos’ mainstay is their delivery service.

Despite the sales growth, Mateos has had to use some heavy-handed parliamentary tactics to squeeze out the victory. The negotiation is ongoing, and the outcome of the case is not clear yet.

The negotiations last week forced through the House, by a single vote, a Democratic-drafted plan for $12 billion in tax increases plus some entitlement cost-cutting, also aimed at reducing the deficit.

The negotiations lasted two weeks, which ended their first week of budget talks Saturday without an agreement but with indications emerging that a compromise might be reached.

One of Mateo’s other business strategies is to utilize the Observer every day and plan according to the dinner hall’s menu.

“Business is pretty steady, but it does depend part on that on nights dinner,” said Sowash.

“If it’s a good night, we expect a busy night and bringing in an extra driver or two.

“Two a couple weeks ago,” said Sowash. “From the hogs to pizza subs to diet turkey breast subs (with light sauce), Furjanic offers a varied menu.

The speaker had to use some imagination to convince the Observer every day and plan according to the dinner hall’s menu.

“Business is pretty steady, but it does depend part on that on nights dinner,” said Sowash.
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Hussein comes from behind to beat NYC Marathon field

NEW YORK - A confident Ibrahim Hussein of Kenya caught early leader Peter Senhorthen shortly past the 14-mile point and coasted to victory Sunday in the 49th New York City Marathon.

Hussein, ninth in the 1985 race, breezed into the New York City Marathon as a favorite. But he still had to battle a first African to win the race.

Paula Newell of Britain led all the way in easily capturing the women's title in an unofficial women's race.

Welch, who was third on Nov. 22, became the oldest winner in the New York City Marathon. The previous oldest winner was Miki Gorman, who was 42 years, 75 days when she won the second consecutive title in 1977.

For Hussein, 29, a former Western Athletic Conference middle-distance specialist at the University of Nevada, this was his fifth marathon and third victory.

He won the Honolulu Marathon in 1985 in 2:12:08 and betted it last year in the second title in 2:11:44. He also has won the Bay to Breakers Race in San Francisco in 1984 and 1985 and was the first men's finisher in the 1986 Tivasa 10-kilometer race.

Early in the 26-mile, 358-yard race through New York's five boroughs, Petersen tried to steal the race. The Top American finisher in the 1984 New York City Marathon when he was second, he expected.

He also won the Honolulu Marathon in 1985 in 2:12:08 and betted it last year in the second title in 2:11:44. He also has won the Bay to Breakers Race in San Francisco in 1984 and 1985 and was the first men's finisher in the 1986 Tivasa 10-kilometer race.

Early in the 26-mile, 358-yard race through New York's five boroughs, Petersen tried to steal the race. The Top American finisher in the 1984 New York City Marathon when he was second, he expected.
Twins look forward to proving season was no fluke

NAVY HIRING EXECUTIVE TRAINEES

You can do a lot more with your degree than just get a job. If you're a Navy officer, you can go straight to the top.

All service considered

Today's Navy is top-flight aviation, marine, ground, and special warfare units. You'll gain invaluable experience in technical and scientific positions. You don't have to wait until you graduate. You can take the aptitude test now. A successful test will guarantee you an interview. An interview will guarantee you a commission. A commission will guarantee you 4 years of military service and a guaranteed job. Select the branch of service you prefer. You'll be able to choose from aviation, marine, ground, or special warfare. You'll receive a complete physical examination and be ready for duty in 4 years. Your commission will be paid at the rate of $100 per month. You'll get a good idea of what you're getting into by taking the aptitude test now.

DATE: November 4,1987
PLACES: Publication Office Conference Room

Traveling appointment may be obtained by calling (354) 1955

NYRA OFFICER.

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

Watson ends three-year skid with Nabisco Tournament win

Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO - Tom Watson, exhibiting the gritty determination that once made him the game's greatest player, ended a three-year victory famine Sunday in the richest tournament golf has to offer.

Watson, the leader all the way, scrambled to a five-stroke victory over Chip Beck in the Nabisco Championships of Golf, the final official event on the PGA tour schedule this year.

It was the 32nd victory of his PGA career - not including his five British Open titles - and his first since July 1984.

The tournament carried a $2 million purse, plus another $1 million for the Tour's Player of the Year award. The 1987 money title went to Paul Azinger, who had a three-week winning streak this season.

Watson, however, ended a long non-winning string, too, with his victory.

"It's going to take consistency again. Togetherness and consistency," said Azinger, who also pitched for the 1979 world champion Pittsburgh Pirates.

To protect the momentum, it will be important for contract negotiations to go smoothly during the offseason, said pitcher Bert Blyleven, and first baseman Kent Hrbek.

Pohlad and Twins Executive Vice President Andy MacPhail should "make sure they make everybody happy so we can get everyone on the club back here," Hrbek said.

Blyleven would not comment on his strategies for shortening up the club other than saying "a lot of people have easily recognized we need pitching."

Pohlad said he would wait for a report from MacPhail on the team's needs before commenting on possible changes. Pohlad, however, did say his team needs two new starting pitchers.

"It's going to take consistency again. Togetherness and consistency," said Blyleven, who was the previous owner.

Hrbek said repeating as world champions will take another year of "not counting on one guy and staying free of injuries."

Pohlad and Twins Executive Vice President Andy MacPhail should "make sure they make everybody happy so we can get everyone on the club back here," Hrbek said.

MacPhail would not comment on his strategies for shortening up the club other than saying "a lot of people have easily recognized we need pitching."

Pohlad said he would wait for a report from MacPhail on the team's needs before commenting on possible changes. Pohlad, however, did say his team needs two new starting pitchers.

Happy Birthday Chopper

21 years old
November 2nd, 1987

Love

Dad, Mom, Amy & Wendy

Take a little Trip with TRIP SHAKESPEARE

Friday, November 6
10 pm
at Theodore's
FREE admission

-the latest great band to rise from Minneapolis.

Sponsored by SUB
**Bears overcome another scare, beat Chiefs, 31-28**

Associated Press

Jim McMahon had to turn up the tempo Sunday to get his 26th consecutive victory as a starting quarterback for the Chicago Bears.

McMahon, with the Bears trailing 28-14, went to a hurry-up offense in the second half and threw two touchdown passes to Willie Gault in the fourth quarter, leading Chicago to a 31-28 victory over the Kansas City Chiefs.

"I went to the hurry-up because we know what we're doing and it keeps the other team off balance," McMahon said. "I was happy because I started throwing right away. They had stopped our running so I decided to throw."

49ers 31, Rams 10

Joe Montana completed 21 of 36 passes for 294 yards and three touchdowns in San Francisco's rout of Los Angeles. Montana marched the 49ers 80 yards to a score on their first possession on Tom Rathman's nine-yard touchdown run. After the Rams made it 7-3, Montana threw touchdown passes of 17 yards to MikeWilson and two yards to John Frank and Ray Wersching kicked a 22-yard field goal in the second period for a 24-13 halftime lead.

Oilers 31, Bengals 29

Warren Moon's quarterback sneak touchdown with 50 seconds remaining completed a 17-point Houston rally in the closing minutes against Cincinnati.

Chargers 27, Browns 24

Free safety Vinnie Glenn intercepted Cleveland quarterback Bernie Kosar's first pass attempt in overtime, setting up Vinnie's 35-yard field goal that gave San Diego its sixth consecutive victory.

Patriots 26, Raiders 23

Tony Franklin's fourth field goal, a 28-yarder with one second left, gave New England the victory and spoiled Bo Jackson's NFL debut.

The Raiders rallied from a 23-6 deficit with 17 points in the final 12 minutes. Chris Bahr's 21-yard field goal, a 39-yarder, tied the score with 46 seconds remaining.

With five seconds left, Franklin's 34-yard field goal attempt failed, but the Raiders were penalized for being offside. Franklin connected on his second attempt.

Dolphins 35, Steelers 24

Dan Marino weathered a shaky start in the rain and passed for four touchdowns and 332 yards, leading Miami over Pittsburgh.

The NFL's all-time, top-rated quarterback completed 25 of 31 attempts, including scoring passes of 41 and 33 yards to Mark Clayton and 56 yards to Mark Duper that helped the Dolphins overcome a 21-7 halftime deficit.

\[\text{Buccaneers 23, Packers 17}\]

Steve DelNegro drove Tampa Bay 84 yards for a touchdown run in the second half and threw a scoring pass to Gerald Carter a minute later as the Buccaneers held on to beat Green Bay.

Seahawks 28, Vikings 17

Dave Krieg passed for three touchdowns, including a key 27-yarder to Steve Largent early in the second half and back-up Jeff Kurland added a 28-yard scoring toss with 1:32 left as Seattle beat Minnesota.

**Rookie' Dickerson debuts with Colts**

Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — With NFL rushing champ Eric Dickerson making his debut in an Indianapolis uniform Sunday, the Colts weren't surprised at getting a 145-yard rushing day from his tailback spot.

The fact that incumbent running back Albert Bentley produced it hardly disturbed them or Dickerson.

Acquired on Saturday from the Los Angeles Rams in exchange for eight players, Dickerson rushed 10 times for 38 yards and caught one pass for 26 more in a 19-14 Colt victory.

"I was a little nervous but it went pretty good," Dickerson said. "I was surprised I got to play as much as I did. I felt like a rookie out there. I've got to learn a new system."

Part of Dickerson's problem is a basic question of odd and even numbers in the signal count.

"In LA, even numbers meant you went to the left," he said. "Here, even numbers go to the right. I have to reverse them in my mind."

"I didn't know the plays and I didn't want to mess up. I knew maybe two pass plays, maybe four running plays. I didn't want to go being wrong the way and bust a play," Dickerson entered the game on Indianapolis' second offensive series. He ran for five yards off the right side and then two yards over the left side on the next play.

Twice in the second quarter, Dickerson produced long gains. He turned a pass in the flat from Jack Truetze into a 28-yard gain.

**BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN**

Pink Floyd — Depeche Mode — The Smiths

AND MANY MORE!

All for as low as $11.98 and $12.98 on CD

$5.98 and $6.98 on LP and Tape

Extended Hours:

12-8 Monday to Friday

New Location:

Basement of LaFortune
Volleyball regains confidence in victory over Ill.-Chicago

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team notched its 26th victory of the season Friday night with a convincing victory over the University of Illinois-Chicago.

Rebounding from a tough loss against Purdue, the Irish were clicking on all cylinders, winning the match 15-6, 15-9, 8-15, 15-1 and notched victory number 20 against seven losses.

"What we lacked against Purdue was confidence," said Irish head coach Art Lambert. "We knew we could beat this team. We thought we could beat Purdue, but we didn't know we could." The Irish played the game without sophomore setter Taryn Collins, who was dis- missed from the team for discipline reasons. Senior Kathleen Morin took over the Irish passing game.

In the first game, Kathy Baker and Zanette Bennett led the Irish with a net game that was too much for the UIC blockers. Backcourt specialist Amy White served two consecutive aces, and the Irish never looked back, taking the game 15-6.

In game two, the Flames put up a tough defensive battle, but Mary Kay Waller and Maureen Shea kept the Irish in the lead with their blocking game. "This team doesn't have the power that Purdue has," Lambert said. "Our blocking has improved, but it didn't mean a whole lot against this team (UI-C)."

The Flames avoided an Irish sweep by taking the third game, 6-15, behind tough serves and improved net play. The Irish took an early lead, but the Flames put together some tough defense and improved communication.

In the fourth game, the Irish dominated at the net. The Flames had a difficult time hitting over the taller Irish block-

ers. Notre Dame rolled up 12 points before UI-C got on the board, and a Morin serve put the game and the match away, Lambert was pleased with the defensive play of the team as well as the confidence level.

"The team played with confidence, and that was the difference," he said. "We finally got some defense in the back, that is important. Colleen Wagner played good defense for us. I was really pleased with that." Morin had 38 assists in her performance, "I was going to go out and do the job, so I got some confidence. We have to have the team-work," she continued. "We weren't communicating for a while, but it's back and we're putting it together."

Madison continued from page 16

FEES

Fees will be on campus to meet with students interested in Graduate Studies at New York State's largest public university.

Friday, November 6, 1987
8:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Call Career Services, Memorial Library for an appointment

FREE 32 oz. SOFT DRINK

Join us for "MEATBALL MONDAY" You can receive a free large (32 oz.) Soft Drink with the purchase of any Meatball Sub.

MATEO'S SUBS
1636 N. IRONWOOD DR.
FREE DELIVERY 271-0SUB
Offer valid only on Monday. Offer may expire without notice. Not valid with any other promotion.

The Observer * David Fischer

The Observer - Theresa Kelly has the game story at left.
Defensively, the Irish made an adjustment at halftime to plug the middle of the line, and the Navy wishbone was considerably less effective than it was in the first half, when Navy controlled the ball (but not the scoreboard) for nearly 19 minutes and gained 117 yards on the ground. The Middies netted only 13 yards rushing in the second half, partly because they went to the air with more frequency.

"They were just running the ball up the middle," said Notre Dame inside linebacker Ned Bolcar, who made nine tackles. "In the second half Coach (Foge) Fazio adjusted the defense by having our linemen pinch to the middle—which stopped them completely."

Free safety Brandy Wells led the Irish with 10 tackles and tackle Ted Satterfield added nine.

The ninth-ranked Irish face Boston College and Alabama at home over the next two Saturdays, and then take to the road the week after where they will play Penn State and third-ranked Miami, Fla.

"We're fighting for the national championship," Brown said confidently. "And we think we can get it."

Professional Vision
Eye Exams
Large Selection of Frames
All Types of Contacts

20% Discount
To Students and Faculty

1635 N. Ironwood
277-1161
South of U.S. 23

LIP SynC CONTEST
North vs. South Quad Saturday, November 7
Stepan Center 9:00 pm

PRIZES ($$$)
All interested acts should contact Maura at 239-7757 or 283-2745 by Thursday, November 5. Sponsored by SUB.

Rut
continued from page 16
junior tailback Mark Green. Johnson netted the third of his four touchdowns in the game on a one-yard plunge later in the second quarter.

The last Notre Dame player to score four touchdowns in a game was Allen Pinkett, who did it against Penn State in 1984.

Green carried the ball nine times for 102 yards, marking the second time under Holtz he picked up 100 yards in a game. Green had 119 in last year's 38-37 triumph over Boston College.

Green had 119 in last year's 38-37 triumph over Boston College and Alabama at home over the next two Saturdays, and then take to the road the week after where they will play Penn State and third-ranked Miami, Fla.

As the Irish ran the clock out to finish the rout, unfamiliar names such as Line Coleman, Joe Jarosz, and Bob Satterfield stepped onto the field. Jarosz and Satterfield, both juniors, were seeing their first action in an Irish uniform.

Coleman, a freshman from Dallas, is a different story. A USA Today honorable mention All-America last year, Coleman is a third cousin of former Heisman Trophy winner Billy Sims and Dallas Cowboy Ever­son Walls. Some guy that lives across the street from him named Tim Brown talked him into attending Notre Dame.

It was not just the backs who were responsible for Notre Dame's running success. For the third straight week, the experience of the line helped the young backs gain over 300 yards.

With fullback Pernell Taylor out Saturday for personal reasons, and offensive tackle Tom Rehder out with an ankle injury, the Irish would have appeared hard-pressed to match their running performance of the last two weeks. Instead, Pete Rokich made his first start at tackle, the rest of the backs made up for Taylor's absence, and Notre Dame gained 406 yards on the ground.

"They are a great group of guys," said senior tackle and Irish co-captain Byron Spruell, one of the four fifth-seniors on the line. "When we first came in here, we expected to win. Now we seem to be fulfilling those expectations. We seem to dominate some people now."

For the third consecutive game, the offensive line did just that.

For the third consecutive week, reaped a rich reward Saturday night at the an­nual awards banquet. Rahal, of Dublin, Ohio, was presented a check for $300,000, the winner's share from the $1.2 million point fund, as well as a new car, a watch and a diamond ring.

Michael Andretti, who finished second in the point standings for the second con­secutive year, picked up a check for $200,000.

Rahal wins CART honor
Associated Press
MIAMI-Bobby Rahal, the CART-PGA indy car driving champion for the second straight season, reaped a rich reward Sunday night at the an­nual awards banquet.

Rahal, of Dublin, Ohio, was presented a check for $300,000, the winner's share from the $1.2 million point fund, as well as a new car, a watch and a diamond ring.

Michael Andretti, who finished second in the point standings for the second con­secutive year, picked up a check for $200,000.
Campus

6:30 p.m. - Lecture sponsored by Career and Placement Services on "How to Conduct an Effective Mail Campaign" by Mr. Paul Reynolds, Associate Director.

8 p.m. - Distinguished Visiting Scholar Series lecture on "American Catholicism and a New Religious History" by Jon Butler, Yale University. Sponsored by the Department of History, 123 Hayes-Healy.

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
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Wet Burrito

Saint Mary's
Hamsteak Hawaiian
Italian Style Lasagna
Potato Pancakes w/ Applesauce
Deli Bar
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Anthony Johnson (22) runs over Navy's James Chatfield (4) on his way to one of his four touchdowns. Marty Strasen has the game story at left and Steve Megargee looks at the Irish ground game below.

Pony Express’ stable keeps growing

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

After eight players helped the Notre Dame football team rush for over 500 yards against USC on Oct. 23, Irish coach Lou Holtz compared his multiple back system to the Pony Express.

But until last Saturday, nobody realized just how many horses Holtz had in his stable.

In the 56-13, hour-long highlight film by the Irish, a total of 13 players carried the ball for 406 net yards, averaging over six yards a carry.

The afternoon started with Mark Green and Braxton Banks in the backfield. After Banks bruised his ribs early in the first quarter, Anthony Johnson replaced him at fullback. In just the first half, the South Bend Adams graduate scored four touchdowns.

The last Irish player to do that was Allen Pinkett, in a 44-7 victory over Penn State in 1984.

Of course, Pinkett had 24 carries in that game. Johnson scored his four touchdowns in only six carries, as the Irish turned to him inside the 10-yard line.

"It's just a situation that the fullbacks are quick hitters, and you want to get three or four yards in there," Johnson said. "Braxton's a good runner too, plus the line was blowing them out.

"If you can't score from about the two-yard line, you shouldn't be a fullback. The team counts on you at that point, and you have to give them that extra ounce of effort."

Meanwhile, Green, carrying the ball only once in the second half, gained 102 yards on nine carries, with one touchdown. It was Green's second career 100-yard day, as the tailback from Riverdale, Cal., has only the two 100-yard rushing games in Holtz' tenure.

"I wasn't aware of how many yards I had till sometime in the third quarter someone said I had 100 yards," Green said. "I felt really good going into this game. You could really tell by the first drive, and how we drove off the ball, which made a big difference."

Green and Johnson helped the Irish score touchdowns the first five times they had the ball, and with a 35-6 halftime edge, everybody including Tim Brown's neighbor stepped into the backfield in the second half.

First came freshman standouts Tony Brooks and Ricky Watters. The two classmates gave fans a sign of things to come as both scored touchdowns in the second half. Brooks gained 82 yards in weekend.

Hockey team inconsistent in weekend split with Windsor

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Under new coach Ric Schafer, Notre Dame hockey reported a new look last weekend.

The Irish skated in their new uniforms to the tune of an organized campaign for timeliness and music, and were treated on Saturday to one of the most unusual versions of the national anthem on record by Elvis Presley impersonator Dennis Wise.

But as for the hockey, while the Irish played a couple of exciting games for the crowds of over 1,500 each night, they also looked very inconsistent in winning 5-4 in overtime and losing 9-6 against Windsor.

"I don't want to go through a whole season like that, not when we're just horrible for one period and great for the next," said Schafer.

That's precisely how the Irish played. In Friday's game, Windsor dominated the first period, but eight saves by goalie Lance Madison and a goal by sophomore wing Tim Brown (the sixth in six games, was as amazed as anyone) kept the Irish in the game. With 1:47 left in overtime, senior Tom Mooney scored from about the 20-yard line, senior Roy Russell led the Irish on a 5-on-3 power play, and with a 35-6 halftime edge, everybody including Tim Brown's neighbor stepped into the backfield in the second half.

First came freshman standouts Tony Brooks and Ricky Watters. The two classmates gave fans a sign of things to come as both scored touchdowns in the second half. Brooks gained 82 yards in the 51-yard completion gave the Irish a 34-24 halftime lead, and marked the fifth time in five first-half possessions that a nearly flawless Notre Dame offensive line pushed the ball into the endzone.

"I don't do anything on that play but run," said Brown, who left the game on Notre Dame's first drive to have a torn fingernail on his left hand stitched.

"They [Navy] had four guys deep when we're all in the middle of the field. We had the pattern designed for the Irish head coach Lou Holtz, whose squad has won six of its seven games, was as amazed as anyone.

"Everyone knew it was going to Timmy," Holtz noted. "I can't tell you how (the penalty) was the play to make," said Schafer. "I can't fault that. It was a bad play that in hindsight we have to work hard."